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Experimental Instructions

Screen 1

Welcome to this economic experiment about decision making. The experiment will take

approximately 1 hour. You and other participants will engage in 40 rounds of decision making.

Please read the instructions carefully. A correct understanding of the instructions is es-

sential for making sound decisions and affects the payment you will receive at the end of the

experiment.

Click “Next” below to learn about your roles in the experiment.

Screen 2

Roles in Experiment

There are 20 participants in today’s session. The computer will randomly assign 10 partic-

ipants the role of product expert (hereafter “expert” for short) and the other 10 the role of

consumer. The role of each participant remains fixed throughout the experiment.

At the beginning of each round, the computer will randomly match one expert with one

consumer. The two participants form a decision group for the round (in total 10 groups).
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After each round, the computer will randomly rematch to form the groups, and the matching

in each round will be anonymous.

Click “Next” below for an overview of your experimental tasks.

Screen 3

Experimental Tasks: Overview

In the experiment, there are two products with different values for the consumer to choose.

The products are Product A and Product B, which are illustrated in Figure B.1:

Product A Product B

If Product A is ranked 1st If Product B is ranked 1st

Figure B.1: Product Values

• The value of Product A is fixed at 100 Experimental Currency Unit (ECU).

• The value of Product B is either 0 or 250 ECU. In each round, the computer randomly

draws a ball in the box representing Product B (Figure B.1), i.e., the chance of 0 is 80%,

and that of 250 is 20%.

If the value of Product B is 0, then Product A is relatively better; if the value of Product

B is 250, then Product B is relatively better. When choosing a product, the consumer does

not know which product is better but may obtain certain useful product information from the

expert.

The product information provided by the expert takes the form of product ranking and is

costly for the consumer to obtain. In each round, the expert’s task is to choose a ranking
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method to rank the two products. In addition to its value, the first ranked product would be

worth an extra 250 ECU.

In each round, the consumer has two tasks: (1) decide whether to pay 110 ECU to see the

ranking outcome (which product is ranked first), and (b) choose one of the two products.

Click “Next” below to learn more about the expert’s task.

Screen 4

Expert’s Task: Choose Ranking Method

A “ranking method” is a relationship between the ranking of the products and the value

of Product B. There are five ranking methods for the expert to choose.

When Product B is better (its value is randomly drawn to be 250), all five methods rank

Product B first; the differences between the five methods lie in the chances that Product B is

still ranked first when it is not better (its value is drawn to be 0, i.e., Product A is better).

Table B.1 below provides the details:

Table B.1: Five Choices of Ranking Methods

Chance that Product B is Ranked First

When Product A is better When Product B is better
(Product B value = 0) (Product B value = 250)

Method 1 0% 100%

Method 2 25% 100%

Method 3 50% 100%

Method 4 75% 100%

Method 5 100% 100%

According to Table B.1 and the fact that the chances of 0 and 250 as the value of Product

B are 80% and 20% respectively, the five ranking methods and their corresponding chances of

generating different ranking outcomes can be represented by the bars in Figure B.2 below:

Figure B.2 will be shown on the expert’s choice interface. In each round before the computer

draws the value of Product B, the expert chooses one of the ranking methods.

Reminder: When choosing a ranking method, the expert does not know which product will

be better.

Click “Next” below to learn more about the first task of the consumer.
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Figure B.2: Five Choices of Ranking Methods

Screen 5

Consumer’s First Task: Decide Whether to Pay to See Product Ranking

After the expert chooses a ranking method, the chosen method will be revealed to the

matched consumer. As an example, suppose that the expert has chosen “Method 3.” The

consumer will be shown Figure B.3 below.
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Figure B.3: Example of Ranking Method Chosen by Expert

The computer randomly draws the value of Product B and, based on this value, ranks the

two products according to the ranking method chosen by the expert.

Reminder: The expert does not directly rank the products. The expert chooses a ranking

method beforehand and then let the computer execute the method and automatically rank the
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products based on the value of Product B.

In each round, after seeing the ranking method chosen by the expert, the consumer decides

whether to pay 110 ECU to see the ranking outcome. By paying 110 ECU, the consumer sees

only which product is ranked first and will not be shown the randomly drawn value of Product

B.

Click “Next” below to learn more about the second task of the consumer.

Screen 6

Consumer’s Second Task: Choose Product

Using the above example where the expert has chosen Method 3, if the consumer chooses

to pay to see the ranking outcome, Figure B.3 above will be updated to one of the charts in

Figure B.4 below to reveal to the consumer which product has been ranked first in that round.
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Figure B.4: Example of Product Rankings Revealed

Continuing with the example, if the consumer chooses not to pay, the whole bar in Figure

B.3 above will remain without any update.

Irrespective of whether the consumer chooses to pay to see the ranking outcome, the con-

sumer then chooses between Products A and B. After the consumer chooses a product, all the

tasks in the round are completed.

Click “Next” below to learn about the expert’s reward in each round.
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Screen 7

Expert’s Reward in Each Round

All participants, experts or consumers, earn their rewards in the experiment in terms of

ECU. How the ECU is converted into cash payment will be explained momentarily.

In each round, the expert earns 300 ECU if the matched consumer pays to see the ranking

outcome; if the consumer chooses not to pay, the expert will earn 0 ECU.

Click “Next” below to learn about the consumer’s reward in each round.

Screen 8

Consumer’s Reward in Each Round

The consumer’s total reward in each round is made up of three parts:

• Earning: The value of the chosen product.

If Product A is chosen, then the consumer earns 100 ECU; if Product B is chosen, then

depending on which value is drawn by the computer the consumer earns either 0 or 250

ECU.

• Earning: Extra 250 ECU if the first-ranked product is chosen.

Even if the consumer does not pay to see the ranking outcome, so long as the chosen

product has been ranked first, the consumer will still earn 250 ECU.

• Paying: 110 ECU if deciding to see the ranking outcome.

Click “Next” to learn about the result feedback provided at the end of each round.

Screen 9

Result Feedback

At the end of each round, the computer will summarize for you the results in that round,

which include the following information:

• Expert’s choice of ranking method
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• Value of Product B drawn by computer

• First-ranked product

• Consumer’s decision whether to see ranking outcome

• Consumer’s product choice

• Your reward for the round

A history of the above result items in all previous rounds will also be provided.

Click “Next” below to learn about the payment from the experiment.

Screen 10

Payment from Experiment

After completing all rounds, the computer will randomly select 3 rounds out of the 40

rounds of results and calculate the average of the ECU earned in these 3 rounds for your

payment. So it is in your interest to take each round equally seriously as they are equally

important.

The average of the ECU earned in these 3 rounds will be converted at an exchange rate of

4 ECU for 1 RMB as your cash payment. In addition, you will receive a fixed participation fee

of 20 RMB.

The above are all of the experimental instructions. To ensure that you fully understand

the instructions, please complete a short quiz. The quiz result will not count toward your

payment.

Click “Next” below to start the quiz.
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Screen 11

Quiz

1. If the value of Product B is drawn to be 250, then Product A is better.

(a) True

(b) False

2. The expert chooses a ranking method after seeing whether 0 or 250 is drawn to be the

value of Product B.

(a) True

(b) False

3. The expert has direct control over which product is ranked first.

(a) True

(b) False

4. If the consumer does not pay to see which product is ranked first, the consumer will

never earn the 250 ECU.

(a) True

(b) False

5. If the consumer pays to see which product is ranked first, the consumer will learn for

sure which product is better (i.e., whether the value of Product B is 0 or 250).

(a) True

(b) False
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6. Refer to the example in the following figure. The expert chooses Method 3, the consumer

pays to see the ranking outcome, and the ranking outcome is that Product B is ranked

first. Which of the following best describes the chance of which product is better?
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(a) Product A must be (100%) better.

(b) Product B must be (100%) better.

(c) Products A and B are equally likely (50–50%) to be better.

(d) Product A has 40% chance to be better, and Product B has 20% chance to be better.

(e) Product A has 66.67% (23) chance to be better, and Product B has 33.33% (13)
chance to be better.

Click “Next” below to start a practice round. The practice-round result will not count

toward your payment.
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Appendix C Chinese Instructions and Screenshots
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